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Abstrat. Given a digraph G = (VG, AG), a branhing in G is a set of ars B ⊆ AG suh
that the underlying undireted graph spanned by B is ayli and eah node in G is entered
(overed) by at most one ar from B. Tarjan developed eient algorithms (based on the
yle ontration tehnique) for the following problem: given a digraph G with a weight
funtion w : AG → R, nd a branhing B of the minimum weight w(B) :=
P
a∈B
w(a)
among all branhings with the maximum ardinality |B|.
We generalize this notion as follows: for a digraph G and a matroid MV on VG, a matroid
branhing in G w.r.t. MV is a branhing in G suh that the overed set of nodes is in-
dependent w.r.t. MV . The unweighted (ardinality) problem onsists in nding a matroid
branhing B with |B| maximum. We show that the general yle ontration approah is ap-
pliable to this problem and leads to an eient algorithm (provided that an orale is given
for testing independene in the matroids arising as the result of the ontration proedure).
In the weighted version we are looking for a matroid branhing B that minimizes w(B)
(for a given weight funtion w : AG → R) among all matroid branhings of the maximum
ardinality. We show that ifMV is a rainbow matroid (that is, nodes of G are marked with
olors and it is forbidden to over more than one node of any olor), then there exists an
O(min(n2,m log n)) method, mathing the omplexity of Tarjan's algorithm (here n := |VG|,
m := |AG|).
We also disuss a number of ombinatorial tasks reduible to the weighted matroid branhing
problem.
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1 Introdution
For an arbitrary undireted graph G we write VG (resp. EG) to denote the set of nodes
(resp. edges) of G. A similar notation is used for paths, yles et. If G is a direted graph
we speak of ars rather than edges and write AG rather than EG. For a set of nodes X
denote the set of ars entering (resp. leaving) X by δin(X) (resp. δout(X)). Denote the set
of ars having both endpoints in X by γ(X).
A branhing B in a digraph G is a set of ars B ⊆ AG suh that the underlying
undireted graph spanned by B is ayli and eah node in G is entered (overed) by at
most one ar from B. Suppose that the ars of G are endowed with real-valued weights
w : AG → R. Then we get a problem as follows:
(WB) Given G,w, nd a branhing B of the minimum weight w(B) among all branhings
with the maximum ardinality |B|.
(Hereinafter a real-valued funtion f : A→ R is assumed to be additively extended to 2A
by f(X) :=
∑
x∈A f(x), X ⊆ A.)
Chu, Liu [6℄, and Edmonds [2℄ developed a polynomial algorithm for (WB) and also
desribed the polytope P orresponding to the family of all branhings in B (that is, the
onvex hull of indiators of all branhings in G). It turns out that P is given by the following
set of inequalities:
(1)
x : AG → R+
x(δin(v)) ≤ 1 for eah v ∈ VG
x(γ(X)) ≤ |X| − 1 for eah X ⊆ VG
Later, Tarjan [5℄ devised an O(min(n2,m log n)) algorithm for (WB) (n := |VG|, m :=
|AG|).
Reall [3℄ that a matroid is a pair (E,I), where E is a nonempty ground set (hereinafter
assumed to be nite), I is a family of subsets of E suh that: (i) ∅ ∈ I ; (ii) X ∈ I and
Y ⊆ X imply Y ∈ I ; (iii) for eah X,Y ∈ I with |X| < |Y | there exists a ∈ Y \ X
suh that X ∪ {a} ∈ I . The sets in I are alled independent, others are alled dependent.
Inlusion-wise maximum independent sets are alled bases. Moreover, for a given set X its
inlusion-wise maximum independent subset is alled a base of X. All bases of X are of
the same ardinality, whih is alled the rank of X and is denoted by ρ(X).
For a set B of ars in G we denote by C(B) the set of nodes in G that are entered by
an ar from B. For a digraph G and a matroid MV = (VG,IV ), a matroid branhing B is
a branhing in G suh that C(B) ∈ IV . We generalize (WB) as follows:
(WMB) Given G, w, and MV , nd a matroid branhing B of the minimal weight w(B) among
all matroid branhings with the maximum ardinality |B|.
We argue that (WBM) redues to the weighted matroid intersetion problem [4℄ and
hene is polynomially solvable (if an orale for testing independene in MV is given).
Indeed, MV indues the matroid on AG as follows: put MA := (AG,IA), where X ∈ IA
i eah node in G is entered by at most one ar from X and C(X) ∈ IV . (The matroid
axioms an easily be seen to hold for MA.)
We also onsider the graphi matroidMC := (AG,IC), whereX ∈ IA i the underlying
undireted graph spanned by X is ayli. One an easily see that IA ∩ IC is exatly the
family of all matroid branhings in G w.r.t. MV . Hene, polyhedral results [4℄ onerning
the matroid intersetion problem imply that the onvex hull of indiators of all matroid
branhings in G is given by
(2)
x : AG → R+∑(
x(δin(v)) : v ∈ X
)
≤ ρ(X) for eah X ⊆ VG
x(γ(X)) ≤ |X| − 1 for eah X ⊆ VG
where ρ denotes the rank funtion of MV . This provides a natural generalization to (1).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Setion 2 we onsider the unweighted
version of (WMB) (when w(a) = 0 for all a), demonstrate the yle ontration tehnique
in ation, and present an eient algorithm based on it. Setion 3 ontains a disussion
on so-alled rainbow matroids and also desribes a number of appliations. An algorithm
for (WMB) in ase of a rainbow matroid is onsidered in Setion 4. Setion 5 disusses
implementation issues and, in partiular, desribes the O(min(n2,m log n)) algorithm that
solves (WMB) for a rainbow matroid MV .
2 Unweighted Case
Firstly, onsider the following simplied version of (WMB):
(CMB) Given G, w, and MV , nd a matroid branhing B of the maximum ardinality |B|.
To desribe the algorithm for (CMB) we rst introdue the notion of yle ontration.
For a given digraph G and a nonempty subset Q ⊆ VG onstrut the new digraph (denoted
by G/Q) as follows: (i) all nodes in Q are removed; (ii) a new node (denoted by Q and alled
omposite) is reated; (iii) all ars in γ(Q) are removed; (iv) heads of all ars in δin(Q) and
tails of all ars in δout(Q) are hanged to Q; (v) all other ars remain unhanged.
Sine throughout the algorithm the nodes of digraphs are endowed with a matroid
struture, one also needs a way to extend the notion of ontration to matroids. We onsider
an arbitrary matroid M = (E,I) and a nonempty subset Q ⊆ E. Put E′ := E −Q∪
{
Q
}
(where Q is a new omposite element orresponding to the subset Q) and dene the matroid
(denoted by M/Q) on E′ as follows: (i) a set X ⊆ E′ − Q is dened to be independent
w.r.t.M/Q i there exists q ∈ Q suh that X ∪Q−{q} ∈ I ; (ii) a set X ⊆ E′ with Q ∈ X
is dened to be independent w.r.t. M/Q i X −
{
Q
}
∪Q ∈ I .
Theorem 1. Let G be a digraph, MV be a matroid on VG, K be a yle in G suh that
Z := VK is independent w.r.t. MV . Let B be a matroid branhing w.r.t. MV in G suh
that |B ∩AK | = |Z| − 1. Put G
′ := G/Z, M′V := MV /Z. Then B
′ := B \ γ(Z) is a
matroid branhing in G′ w.r.t. M′V . Moreover, if B
′
is of the maximum ardinality, then
so is B.
Due to lak of spae the proof of this statement is given in Appendix.
Below we desribe a generi version of the (CMB) algorithm. It has a ertain amount
of exibility, whih will be used later by the (WMB) algorithm.
Algorithm. The algorithm for (CMB) onsists of two phases: ontration and restora-
tion. Let us desribe the ontration phase rst. The algorithm exeutes a series of steps
as follows. At the i-th step it maintains the urrent graph Gi, the urrent matroid MiV
on VGi , and the urrent matroid branhing B
i
in Gi. Initially G0 := G, M0V := MV ,
B0 := ∅. Consider the set U of nodes in Gi that have at least one inoming ar in Gi, put
W := U − C(Bi). In ase C(Bi) ∪ {v} is dependent w.r.t. MV for all v ∈ W , it follows
that Bi overs a base of U . Therefore, Bi is maximum; the algorithm stops.
Otherwise, let v ∈ W be a node suh that C(Bi) ∪ {v} is independent. Also, let a be
an ar entering v. (In ase of (CMB), these two hoies are made arbitrary. Later on, we
shall present an algorithm for (WMB) where a more areful seletion of v and a will be
neessary.)
If Bi ∪ {a} spans no yle, it forms a matroid branhing in Gi w.r.t. MiV . We proeed
with the next step by putting
Gi+1 := Gi, Mi+1V :=M
i
V , B
i+1 := Bi ∪ {a} .
Otherwise, let Ki be the yle in Bi ∪ {a}. Denote by Zi the set of nodes of Ki, put
Gi+1 := Gi/Zi, Mi+1V :=M
i
V /Z
i, Bi+1 := Bi \ γ(Zi)
and proeed with the next step.
The restoration phase gets the matroid branhing BN in the nal graph GN and re-
verses the sequene of ontrations (performed during the ontration phase) to obtain the
matroid branhing B0 in the initial graph G0 = G. Namely, suppose that yle ontration
took plae on the i-th step; onsider the omposite node Z
i−1
in Gi. Two ases are possible:
No ar from Bi enters Z
i−1
. Sine C(Bi) is independent w.r.t. MiV , and Z
i−1
/∈
C(Bi) by denition of MiV = M
i−1
V /Z
i−1
it follows that there exists a node w ∈ Zi−1
in Gi−1 suh that C(Bi) ∪ Zi−1 − {w} is independent w.r.t. Mi−1V . Let a be the ar
in Ki−1 that enters w. Now Bi−1 := Bi ∪AKi−1 − {a} is a branhing in G
i−1
(hereinafter
we identify ars of Gi with their images in Gi−1). Moreover, C(Bi−1) = C(Bi)∪Zi−1−{w}
and hene Bi−1 is a matroid branhing in Gi−1.
An ar b ∈ Bi enters Z
i−1
. Again, as C(Bi) is independent w.r.t. MiV and Z
i−1
∈
C(Bi) it follows that C(Bi) ∪ Z
i−1
is independent w.r.t. Mi−1V . Let a be the unique ar
in Ki−1 that shares its head node with b. Now Bi−1 := Bi ∪ AKi−1 − {a} is a branhing
in Gi−1. Additionally, C(Bi−1) = C(Bi) −
{
Z
i−1
}
∪ Zi−1 and thus Bi−1 is a matroid
branhing in Gi−1.
The restoration phase terminates when reahing i = 0; B0 is the required matroid
branhing in G0 = G. One an easily see that BN is a matroid branhing of the maximum
ardinality in GN . Hene, from Theorem 1 and an indutive argument we get the following:
Theorem 2. The above algorithm is orret, that is, B0 is a matroid branhing of the
maximum ardinality.
3 Rainbow Matroids
It is lear that the above approah leads to a polynomial algorithm provided that an
orale is given that tests independene in matroids arising during the ourse of exeution.
Starting from here we only onsider a ertain speial lass of matroids admitting a simple
independene test and losed under taking ontrations (in the sense as we introdued it
earlier).
For a nonempty set E the pair P(E) := (E,I), where I is the family onsisting of
the empty set and all singleton sets {e}, e ∈ E, forms a partition matroid. For a pair of
matroids Mi = (Ei,Ii), i = 1, 2, with E1 ∩ E2 = ∅, the diret sum of M1 and M2 is the
matroid M1 ⊕M2 = (E1 ∪ E2,I), where I := {X ∪ Y | X ∈ I1, Y ∈ I2}. By a rainbow
matroid we mean the diret sum of a number of partition matroids with disjoint ground
sets. (The rationale for suh a name is simple: the elements of the ground set of a rainbow
matroid are assumed to be marked with olors; a subset is onsidered independent if it
does not ontain a pair of elements with the same olor.)
Let M = P(E1)⊕ . . .⊕ P(Ek) be a rainbow matroid with the ground set E :=
⋃
iEi.
For an arbitrary Z ⊆ E onsider the matroid M′ := M/Z. We laim that M′ is also a
rainbow matroid. More preisely, let I denote the set of indies i suh that Ei ∩ Z 6= ∅.
Then learly
(3) M′ =
(⊕
i/∈I
P(Ei)
)
⊕ P
(⋃
i∈I
Ei − Z ∪
{
Z
})
.
That is, to ontrat an independent subset Z in a rainbow matroid we (i) unite olors
of the elements from Z; (ii) remove Z from the ground set; (iii) add a omposite element
(that orresponds to Z and is denoted by Z) to the ground set.
The (WMB) problem not only seems to be an appealing generalization to (WB), but
also has a number of peuliar appliations, whih do not seem to be reduible to (WB).
For example, let G be an undireted bipartite graph G with a bipartition X ⊔ Y of the
nodeset VG and a weight funtion w : EG → R on the edges. Additionally, suppose that the
degrees of all nodes in Y do not exeed 2. Consider the problem of nding a mathing M
in G that has the minimum weight among all mathings with the maximum ardinality.
We laim that this problem is reduible to (WMB) (for some rainbow matroid). Indeed,
onsider a node v ∈ Y of degree 2; let e1 = {v,w1}, e2 = {v,w2} be the edges inident
to v. Construt the pair of nodes v1, v2 and add the ars a1 := (v1, v2), a2 := (v2, v1)
orresponding to e1, e2. Put w(a1) := w(e1), w(a2) := w(e2). For a node v ∈ Y of degree 1
let e1 := {v,w1} be the edge inident to v. Construt the pair of nodes v1, v2 and the ar
a1 := (v1, v2) (orresponding to e1) with w(a1) := w(e1). The resulting graph is denoted
by H. Finally, partition VH into olor lasses as follows. Eah olor orresponds to a
node in X. A node v ∈ VH is marked with the olor w ∈ X if v has the inbound ar
that orresponds to the edge of the form {v,w} ∈ EG, v ∈ Y . The nodes v ∈ VH with
δin(v) = ∅ are assigned arbitrary olors. Clearly, there is a one-to-one weight preserving
mapping between the set of matroid branhings in H and the set of mathings in G.
As we shall show later, an optimum matroid branhing in H an be found in O(n log n)
time (where n := |Y |). This provides an improvement over the standard augmenting path
approah, whih leads to an Ω(n2) algorithm.
The very same problem an also be restated as follows: given an undireted graph G,
diret some edges in G suh that: (i) eah node of G is entered by at most one direted
edge; (ii) the number of direted edges is as large as possible; (iii) ties are resolved by
minimizing the total weight of all direted edges. Here eah edge e ∈ EG is assumed to be
endowed with two reals indiating the weights for two possible ways of direting e. Using
the approah as above, this problem an be solved in O(m log n) time (where n := |VG|,
m := |EG|).
4 Weighed Case
We now proeed by presenting the algorithm for (WMB) in a graph G endowed with
a weight funtion w : AG → R and a rainbow matroid MV =
⊕
i P(Vi). Here VG is
partitioned into the olletion of sets {V1, . . . , Vk} orresponding to dierent olors. Our
goal is to nd a matroid branhing B minimizing w(B) among those with the maximum
ardinality |B|.
We say that a matroid branhing B overs the i-th olor if C(B) ontains a node
from Vi. Firstly, we augment G to ensure that we are atually looking for a branhing
that overs all olors. To this aim, we add the auxiliary node s together with the auxiliary
ars (s, v) going to all other nodes. These new ars are assigned large positive weights
(e.g. maxa w(a) + 1, where maximum is taken over all non-auxiliary ars). Sine no ar
enters s, the olor of s is irrelevant.
Clearly, for the newly onstruted graph there exists a matroid branhing B overing
all olors. Moreover, sine the weights of the auxiliary ars are large, B has the minimum
weight in the augmented graph (among those overing all olors) i the restrition of B
to the initial graph yields a matroid branhing of the minimum weight (among those with
the maximum ardinality). Further on, we denote the resulting graph by G.
Now the problem an be stated in terms of linear programming as follows:
(4)
x : AG → R+∑(
x(δin(v)) : v ∈ Vi
)
= 1 for eah 1 ≤ i ≤ k
x(γ(X)) ≤ |X| − 1 for eah X ⊆ VG∑
(w(a)x(a) : a ∈ AG)→ min
The orretness of this desription an easily be derived from the standard polyhedral
fats regarding the matroid intersetion problem. Further, we shall present an algorithm
that solves (WMB) and yields a 0, 1-solution to (4) (thus providing another proof for the
orretness of the desription).
Consider the program dual to (4):
(5)
pi : {1, . . . , k} → R
ξ : 2VG → R+
w′ ≥ 0
where
w′ := w −
∑
i
pi(i)
∑
v∈Vi
χδ
in(v) +
∑
X
ξ(X)χγ(X) ≥ 0
Here χA stands for the indiator of a set A. We shall never refer to the objetive funtion
of (5) expliitly and hene we omit it for brevity. The weights w′ are alled redued.
Complementary slakness onditions for (4), (5) are:
(CS1) w′(a) = 0 for eah a ∈ AG suh that x(a) > 0
(CS2) x(γ(X)) = |X| − 1 for eah X ⊆ VG suh that ξ(X) > 0
Algorithm. The algorithm for (WMB) is similar to that for (CMB) and also onsists
of the ontration and restoration phases. Contration phase onsists of steps. At the i-th
step we maintain the urrent graph Gi, the urrent oloring of VGi , the urrent matroid
branhing Bi, and the urrent feasible solution (pii, ξi) to (5). Moreover, Bi and (pii, ξi)
satisfy (CS1) (for pi := pii, ξ := ξi, x := χB
i
).
Initially G0 := G, B0 := 0, ξ0 = 0, and pi0 is hosen so as to satisfy w′ ≥ 0. At any
step, the graph Gi may be regarded as obtained from G0 = G by ontrating a number of
disjoint inlusion-wise maximum sets Q1, . . . , Qs ⊆ VG (initially s = 0 sine no subset is
ontrated).
In ase Bi overs all the olors that have inbound ars, we are done. Otherwise let k
be an unovered olor that has at least one inbound ar. In ontrast to (CMB) algorithm,
in the weighted ase two dierent kinds of steps are possible: primal and dual. If w′ > 0
for all ars a entering nodes with the olor k, then a dual adjustment is made by setting:
(6)
pii+1(k) := pii(k) + ε
pii+1(j) := pii(j) for all j 6= k
ξi+1(Qj) := ξ
i(Qj) + ε for all j
It is straightforward to verify that (6) dereases w′(a) by ε for eah ar a entering a node
with the olor k while preserving all other redued weights. The value of ε is hosen as
the largest positive number suh that the redued weights w′ w.r.t. pii+1 and ξi+1 are
nonnegative. Put Gi+1 := Gi, Bi+1 := Bi and proeed with the next step.
A primal step (for the olor k) is exeuted when there is an ar a suh that: (i) a enters
a node with the olor k; (ii) w′(a) = 0. (In partiular, by the hoie of ε as above we are
guaranteed that eah dual step is immediately followed by a primal one.)
We try to add a to Bi. If this does not lead to reation of a direted yle, the i-th
step is omplete and we proeed with Gi+1 := Gi and Bi+1 := Bi ∪ {a}. Otherwise, let K
be the yle in Bi ∪ {a}; let Z be its nodeset. Contrat K in Gi by putting Gi+1 := Gi/Z
(and updating olors aording to (3)). Also, put Bi+1 := Bi \ γ(Z) and proeed with the
next step.
The restoration phase of the algorithm relies on bookkeeping from the ontration phase
and essentially oinides with that in the algorithm from Setion 2.
Theorem 3. The above algorithm is orret, that is, onstruts a matroid branhing that
overs all olors and has the minimum weight.
Proof. Sine the algorithm for (WMB) essentially resembles the generi version for (CMB),
it onstruts a branhing that overs all olors. It remains to show that this nal branh-
ing B has the minimum weight. To see this, we prove that B and the nal funtions pi, ξ
satisfy (CS1), (CS2) (for x := χB). By the standard linear programming arguments this
implies the minimality of w(B).
Let us all a subset Q ⊆ VG ontrated if it appears in the sequene Q1, . . . , Qs on some
step of the algorithm. First note that at the moment the algorithm ontrats a yle K one
has w′(a) = 0 for all ars a of K. These ars beome hidden by ontrations (fall into γ(Q)
for a ontrated set Q) and the dual adjustments (6) never aet their redued weights.
Then, any urrent branhing maintained by the algorithm in the urrent (ontrated)
graph obeys (CS1). Sine the nal branhing B onsists of ars from the branhing BN
and ertain ars from ontrated yles, B also satises (CS1).
As for (CS2): during the ourse of exeution yles are deteted and ontrated in the
urrent graph. However, by taking preimage under ontrations the nodesets of these yles
may be regarded as the subsets of VG. Moreover, eah of those nodesets is ontrated. A
simple indutive argument shows that |γ(Q) ∩B| = |Q| − 1 holds for every ontrated
set Q. Also, it is lear that ξ(Q) > 0 is only possible for a ontrated set Q. Therefore,
(CS2) is satised.
5 Eient Implementation
Two eient versions of the above algorithm an be presented ahieving O(m log n) and
O(n2) time bounds (here n := |VG|, m := |AG|). We start with the rst one.
The graphs arising at the intermediate steps of exeution are never stored expliitly.
Instead the algorithm maintains the initial graph G and the olletion of the ontrated
sets Q1, . . . , Qs. The Disjoint Set Union (DSU) data struture Dcontr is used to store this
olletion (together with the singletons {v} orresponding to nodes v not overed by any
of Qi). Here it is suient to use a version of DSU based on rank heuristi only [1℄ and
thus ahieving the O(log n) time bound for unions and root queries. The total number of
unions performed by the algorithm is O(n), whih totally results in the O(n log n) term.
The set of ars of the urrent graph is also stored impliitly. That is, eah ar of the
urrent graph orresponds to a ertain ar in the initial graph. However, not every ar from
the initial graph survives the ontrations. We all an ar from the initial graph dead if it
is ontained in one of γ(Qi), 1 ≤ i ≤ s; other ars are onsidered alive. To hek if a given
ar (u, v) is dead it is suient to ompare the roots (with regard to Dcontr) of u and v.
Eah suh request is served in O(log n) time. The algorithm does not try to get rid of dead
ars as soon as they appear; instead the lazy leanup strategy is used. The removal of a
dead ar is postponed until this ar is disovered (see below).
The urrent branhing B is maintained by keeping, for eah node v of the urrent graph,
the ar from B entering v (if any). Reall that before adding an ar a the algorithm heks
if B∪{a} is ayli. This operation is arried out as follows. The set of nodes of the urrent
graph is partitioned into the equivalene lasses: nodes u and v are onsidered equivalent
i they belong to the same direted tree of B. Clearly, this equivalene information an be
maintained by another DSU instane Dtree. Eah time an attempt to insert an ar (u, v)
is made, the algorithm heks (in O(log n) time) if u and v are equivalent.
In ase of the positive answer, B ∪ {a} ontains the yle that an be extrated by
following from v to the root of the orresponding tree. The time required to extrat this
yle is proportional to its length; sine the extrated yle is immediately ontrated, the
sum of lengths of all extrated yles is O(n), whih totally results in the O(n log n) term.
Otherwise (u and v are not equivalent) B∪{a} is ayli, so the algorithm proeeds by
uniting the equivalene lasses of u and v. Similar to previous, this yields the O(n log n)
term.
Another DSU instane Dcol is used to trak the olors of nodes: eah olor c is repre-
sented by the set of nodes of the urrent graph that are marked with the olor c. Clearly,
O(n log n) time is totally neessary to maintain this information.
The dual variables pi are attahed to the roots of Dcol. Variables ξ are never maintained
sine they do not aet the redued weights of the alive ars.
We now explain how redued weights are maintained and how values ε for the dual
adjustments are alulated. The algorithm uses mergeable priority queues. A queue holds
a set of (key, data) pairs. The keys are stored impliitly and may hange during the ourse
of exeution. The key of a pair p is provided to the queue when p is inserted; eah insertion
osts O(log n) time. Later, the queue an report (in O(log n) time) the urrent value of the
key in any pair. The queue an report (in (log n) time) a pair with the minimum key. Any
pair that is urrently stored in the queue may be deleted from it in O(log n) time. For an
arbitrary real number δ, the queue an derease by δ the keys of all pairs ontained in it.
Finally, any two queues q1, q2 an be merged (in O(log n) time); this operation destroys q1,
q2, and produes a new queue holding the union of sets that were held by q1, q2. A possible
implementation for the desribed data struture is based on binomial heaps [1℄.
Eah olor i is assigned the mergeable priority queue Q(i). This queue holds the set of
pairs of the form (w′(a), a), where a ranges over all ars from δin(v) and v is a node of the
urrent graph that is marked with the i-th olor. Additionally, due to the lazy nature of
the leanup strategy Q(i) may ontain ertain pairs orresponding to dead ars. The keys
of suh pairs are of no meaning. To alulate the value of ε for (6) the algorithms makes
the orresponding request to Q(k) (where k denotes the olor that is hosen to be overed
at this step) and extrats an ar a with the minimum value of key. Then it heks (in
O(log n) time) if a is dead. If so, another ar is fethed. The proedure stops one an alive
ar is disovered. Sine eah ar may be extrated at most one, the O(m log n) bound for
the total time spent for extrations follows. The adjustments (6) are exeuted by hanging
all keys in the orresponding queue by ε; totally this takes O(n log n) time. When a yle
is ontrated and olors are united aording to (3), the orresponding queues are merged.
The sum of lengths of all ontrated yles is O(n), whih implies the O(n log n) bound
for all the merges.
Summing up, we obtain the following:
Theorem 4. (WMB) an be solved in O(m log n) time.
This algorithm an be slightly improved for the ase of dense (m > n2/ log n) graphs
to obtain the O(n2) time bound. Firstly, we use simple (not involving any heuristis)
implementations of DSUs Dcontr, Dtree, and Dcol . This way, a union operation is served
in O(n) time and a root query is answered in O(1) time. In partiular, the redued weight
of any ar an be found in O(1) time.
We represent the urrent graph by the matrix A, where A[u, v] holds the referene to
the ar from a node u to a node v (if any). Then, to ontrat a set Z one needs O(n |Z|)
time to update A, whih totally results in O(n2) time for all ontrations.
Additionally, we maintain the matrix B. That is, for a node v and a olor i, B[v, i] is
an ar (if any) of the minimal redued weight that leaves v and enters a node marked with
the i-th olor. To ompute the value of ε the algorithm sans the appropriate olumn of B
and selets a minimum ar. Clearly, dual adjustments do hange B.
Contration of a set of nodes Z is a two-step proess. Firstly, the olors of nodes in Z are
merged. To merge a pair of olors the algorithm sans the orresponding olumns of B and
hooses minima. This proess takes O(n |Z|) time, hene O(n2) time totally. The seond
step involves updates of B aused by merging nodes in Z. Clearly, only rows orresponding
to nodes in Z are to be proessed. These rows are replaed by a single row holding the
minimum ars going from the newly-reated omposite node Z. To this aim, we san all
pairs u ∈ Z, v /∈ Z, look at the orresponding ars A[u, v], and onstrut the Z-th row
of B by taking minima.
Theorem 5. (WMB) an be solved in O(n2) time.
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A Proof of Theorem 1
LetMA (resp.M
′
A) be the matroid on AG (resp. AG′) orresponding toMV (resp.M
′
V ). It
follows that |C(B) ∩ Z| equals either |Z| or |Z|−1. In the former ase there exists a unique
ar in B that enters Z. In the latter ase no suh ar exists. In both ases one an easily
see that B′ is a matroid branhing in G′ w.r.t. M′V . Moreover, C(B
′) = C(B) \ Z ∪
{
Z
}
in the former ase and C(B′) = C(B) \ Z in the latter.
We onstrut the auxiliary bipartite digraph D with the nodeset VD := AG and the
bipartition B ⊔ B, where B := AG − B. For a pair of nodes x ∈ B, y ∈ B suh that
B − {x} ∪ {y} spans no undireted yle, we add the ar (y, x) to D. Similarly, for a pair
of nodes x ∈ B, y ∈ B suh that B − {x} ∪ {y} is independent w.r.t. MA, we add the ar
(x, y) to D. An ar x ∈ B is delared initial if B ∪{x} is independent w.r.t. MA and nal
if B ∪ {x} spans no undireted yle. A path in D going from an initial ar to a nal one
is alled augmenting. It is known [4℄ that |B| is maximum i there is no augmenting path
in D.
Suppose that |B| is not maximum and hoose an augmenting path
P = (a1, . . . , an)
of the shortest length in D, ai ∈ AG. Construt the digraph D
′
for G′ and the matroidM′A
(similar to D and MA). We argue that P an be transformed into an augmenting path P
′
in D′, whih would imply a ontradition, as required.
Suppose P ontains an ar (x, y), x ∈ B \ γ(Z), y ∈ B \ γ(Z). By denition B0 :=
B − {x} ∪ {y} is independent w.r.t. MA. Sine x /∈ γ(Z), then |C(B0) ∩ Z| ≥ |Z| − 1.
Therefore, under the redution from MV to M
′
V the set C(B0) generates an independent
(w.r.t.M′V ) set in VG′ , whih is equal to C(B
′−{x}∪{y}). So the ar (x, y) is also present
in D′.
Similarly, let P ontain an ar (y, x), x ∈ B \ γ(Z), y ∈ B \ γ(Z). By denition, y is
ontained in the fundamental yle of B ∪ {x} in G. This also remains valid for G′ and
B′ ∪ {x}, hene (y, x) is an ar of D′.
There exists a unique node r ∈ Z that is not overed by B ∩ γ(Z). Let T denote the
subtree of B rooted at r. Clearly, Z ⊆ VT and hene γ(Z) ⊆ γ(VT ).
Let k denote the smallest index suh that ak ∈ γ(VT ). (In ase no suh ar exists, none
of ai is ontained in γ(Z) so it remains to hek that the ar a1 (resp. an) remains initial
(resp. nal) in D′, see below.) Suppose ak ∈ B, then ak−1 ∈ B. Moreover, ak is ontained
in the fundamental yle of B ∪ {ak−1}, hene ak−1 ∈ γ(VT )  a ontradition with the
minimality of k. Consequently, ak ∈ B. Suppose the head of ak is not r. Then, ak is not an
initial ar sine all nodes in VT exept for, possibly, r are overed by B. Now ak−1 is the ar
from B that shares its head node with ak. Clearly ak−1 ∈ γ(VT ), whih again ontradits
the hoie of k. So we get that ak enters r.
Let l denote the largest index suh that al ∈ γ(Z). The ar al annot be nal, therefore
l < n. One an easily see that al+1 ∈ B. Indeed, suppose the ontrary. By denition of
D′, al+1 is ontained in the fundamental yle of B ∪ {al}. But al ∈ γ(Z), whih implies
al+1 ∈ γ(Z). This is, however, a ontradition with the way we hoose l.
Case splitting ompletes the proof as follows.
Case 1: |C(B) ∩ Z| = |Z| − 1.
Subase 1.1: k = 1. We laim that al+1 is an initial ar in D
′
, hene
P ′ := (al+1, . . . , an)
is the required augmenting path for B′ in D′. Indeed, B ∪ {al+1} is dependent and B −
{al} ∪ {al+1}, B ∪ {ak} are independent (w.r.t. MA). Therefore, by a simple reasoning
one an show that B0 := B − {al} ∪ {ak, al+1} is an independent w.r.t. MA set with
|C(B0) ∩ Z| ≥ |Z| − 1. Under the redution from MV to M
′
V , C(B0) gives rise to an
independent (w.r.t. M′V ) set oiniding with C(B
′ ∪ {al+1}). Therefore, the ar al+1 is
initial in D′.
Subase 1.2: k > 1. We laim that (ak−1, al+1) is an ar of D
′
. hene,
P ′ := (a1, . . . , ak−1, al+1, . . . , an)
is the required augmenting path for B′ in D′. To see this, put B0 := B − {ak−1, al} ∪
{ak, al+1}. Sine P has the shortest length, B0 is independent w.r.t. MA (see [4℄). One
has |C(B0) ∩ Z| ≥ |Z| − 1. Under the redution from MV to M
′
V , C(B0) generates an
independent w.r.t. M′V set, whih oinides with C(B
′ −{ak−1} ∪ {al+1}). From this, the
laim follows.
Case 2: |C(B) ∩ Z| = |Z|. We argue that similar to Subase 1.2, (ak−1, al+1) is an
ar of D′. Put B0 := B − {al} ∪ {al+1} thus forming an independent w.r.t. MA set.
Clearly, |C(B0) ∩ Z| ≥ |Z| − 1. Under the redution from MV to M
′
V , C(B0) generates
an independent w.r.t. M′V set, whih oinides with C(B
′ − {ak−1} ∪ {al+1}), as laimed.
Finally, we deal with the ars a1 and an. The head node of a1 is not overed by B. If
a1 ∈ γ(Z) then |C(B) ∩ Z| = |Z| − 1 and k = 1. This is only possible in Subase 1.1 but
then P ′ starts with al+1, whih exists in D
′
by the hoie of l. Otherwise a1 /∈ γ(Z) and
the ar a1 remains existent in D
′
. Moreover, B ∪ {a1} is independent w.r.t. MA, whih
implies that B′ ∪ {a1} is independent w.r.t. M
′
A, thus a1 is an initial ar in D
′
.
Consider the nal ar an. The denition implies that B ∪ {an} does not span an
undireted yle in G. Hene, an /∈ γ(Z). Moreover, B
′ ∪ {an} still does not span an
undireted yle in G′, so an is a nal ar in D
′
.
The proof of Theorem 1 is omplete.
